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Preventive Diagnosis Cheat Sheet

Personality Attachment Individuation

Passive-Aggressive maybe normal guilt, sarcasm about feelings

Dependent maybe normal either too early or too late

Obsessive-
Compulsive

normal or obsessive care potty training: comply (anxious) or defy (avoidant)      

Histrionic positive or neglectful care  incest or over-stimulating touch

Narcissist weak or cold mother mother needs a happy face, has weak limit setting,  superiority 
ethic or cold rules 

Clinging Borderline erratic bonding, frequent abandonments overpowered (domineering parents) or unprotected

Distancing 
Borderline

intrusive bonding either suffocated or alienated 

Avoidant mother is present but neglectful ruthless punishment of failures and/or brief idealization of 
child after neglect

Approach-Avoidant stigmatized, child expected to match 
mom’s projections

abusive/rejecting for leaving mom or complaining to mom, 
then mom gives conflicting messages: come close then get 
away

Schizoid mechanical, aloof, insufficient touch mechanical 

Schizotypal insufficient touch threats of god or spirits, other-worldly reasoning

Schizo-phrenic insufficient touch, inappropriate 
response to infant’s needs

incorrect yet strong ascription of motive (projections), 
“double-bind” (mixed messages), inappropriate parental 
responses, possible abuse

Dissociative Disorder!
(Mult.Pers.)

mother may sometimes be nurturing and 
other times abusive

radically diverse experiences including positive and horrible, 
cruel tortures, usually includes religious and sexual abuse

Paranoid erratic care, possibly threatening severe physical or emotional abuse out of the blue 

Antisocial erratic, possibly threatening chronic 
abandonment and/or major attachment 
breaks

often lower SES background, major neglect, cruel 
punishments, chronic rejection, shaming, sexual abuse, 
imprinting of destructive choices  

Sociopath no attachment, or cold or severe 
attachment break(s)

upper-class or rigid training for appropriateness or discipline 
to perform with superiority, appropriateness, deception, and 
retribution; imprinting

Psychopath infant abuse and/or lack of empathy, 
rare warmth, major attachment breaks

torture, cruel, erratic, vicious discipline or mind-warping 
experiences

Rapist lack of maternal empathy, mother may 
despise child

mother tortures son and/or ridicules his masculinity, mother 
sets up molestation or abuse by male and refuses to protect

Mass Murderer attachment break(s), repression of infant cruel, critical father, huge loyalty and repression ethic

Serial Killer! cruel or absent mother, repression ethic cruel &/or unprotective mother, repression ethic, hidden 
family secrets, absolute loyalty 
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